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SilenX Effizio Compact
80mm Heatpipe AMD/Intel

CPU Heatsink

$16.99
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Short Description

Replacing our wildly popular EFZ-80HA2, we introduce the new and improved EFZ-80HA3! It fits in cases that
simply cannot accommodate a large 120mm based heatsink, but doesn't sacrifice the performance you need
to run your rig. Performs better than your stock cooler while operating at a lower noise, it's a perfect
complement to your new system and ideal for those with moderate processing needs.

Description

Replacing our wildly popular EFZ-80HA2, we introduce the new and improved EFZ-80HA3! It fits in cases that simply cannot
accommodate a large 120mm based heatsink, but doesn't sacrifice the performance you need to run your rig. Performs better
than your stock cooler while operating at a lower noise, it's a perfect complement to your new system and ideal for those with
moderate processing needs. If you're not running a highly overclocked gaming system, there's no need to spend much on a giant
heatsink that will yield no benefits to you. The EFZ-80HA3 utilizes two 6mm heatpipes that directly contact the CPU and are
intertwined to provide four effective heatpipes worth of thermal dissipation. A universal mounting bracket supports the widest
range of current AMD and Intel sockets, including the latest multicore Phenom and i3/i5 processors.

We've included an Effizio 80mm fan with 3rd generation fluid dynamic bearings for years of reliable performance and no need to
purchase any additional fans, though you have the option of adding a second fan for more performance. The installation process is
easy with a typical install time of under 10 minutes and does not require the removal of the motherboard. Each Effizio heatsink
comes with a three year warranty from the date of purchase and as always, you can be sure of getting the service should you
need it.
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Specifications

sku EFZ-80HA3

rated dba 8-24

dimensions 67x86x113mm

materials copper heatpipes, anodized aluminum fins

weight 305g

rpm <2200

cfm 12-36

operating voltage 5-12v

current draw <0.18A

power consumption <2.16w

bearings 3rd generation fluid dynamic bearings

intel cpu compatibility lga775, lga1155/1156

amd cpu compatibility socket 754, 939, 940, AM2, AM2+, AM3, FM1

Additional Information

Brand SilenX

SKU EFZ-80HA3

Weight 2.5000

Material Copper/Aluminum

Fan Dimensions 80mm

Fan Connection 4-Pin PWM

Vendor SKU/EAN 854224001639
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